The main methodologies and recent patents on test wrapper design have been reviewed in this paper. The design of three-dimension test wrapper for IP module in System on Chip is a NP Hard problem. As the test time of an IP module is determined by the longest wrapper scan chain and each TSV has area costs and is a potential source of defects, it is necessary to shorten the longest wrapper chain and use less TSV. The paper proposes MOCS (Multi-Objective Cuckoo Search) algorithm to achieve the purpose of minimization of the IP module test time and the number of TSV used. The proposed algorithm, which is based on swarm intelligence, through levy flight operation and discovery rate, can achieve balance of the wrapper scan chains and use less TSV. Typical IP modules in ITC'02 benchmarks are used to prove the effectiveness of the proposed algorithm. Experimental results show that the algorithm can get better Pateto solutions Set, compared with NSGAII, and can reduce the test cost.
INTRODUCTION
With the rapid development of modern microelectronic technology and nano-technology, integrated chip has entered the era of IP-based core design of SoC (System On Chip). Previous work is mainly confined to the traditional 2D (Two Dimensional) Integrated Chip [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] with the appearance of 3D (Three-Dimensional) Integrated Chip, design based on the embedded IP core would become a popular style for 3D integrated chip, there is an urgent need to study the design for testability methodologies and optimization problems of 3D SoC. 3D Integrated Chips overcome the shortcoming of 2D integrated chip, which is the rapid growth of internal wiring length caused by the increase of circuits size; therefore it would improves the performance of integrated circuits. TSVs (Through Silicon Vias) are used between layers of silicon chips. Using vertical connection method instead of the early edge alignment method makes internal wiring dramatically shortened, thereby reducing the transmission power and transmission delay and further increasing packaging density of integrated chips. In modular test framework based on IP core, the test resource allocation and test scheduling will directly affect the overall test performance of 3D SoC.
Design for testability of 3D SoC is a complex and difficult task, and there are a number of issues need to be done. Test wrapper design proved to be NP hard problem [1] . The test time of an IP core is determined by the longest wrapper scan chain of IP core, so the design of wrapper scan chain determines the test time and cost directly. Since input and output ports and TSV in 3D SoC are limited resources, the optimization design of wrapper scan chain can shorten test time and reduce the number of TSV used. Therefore, the total testing costs to address the key issue are reduced.
V.lyengar proposed a wrapper-design algorithm [2] , which is based on the best fit decreasing (BFD) heuristics. The algorithm first allocate the internal scan chains within w wrapper scan chains in Step (1) to minimize the longest wrapper scan chain in part one; then, such procedure is repeated for Step (2) , with each input cell and output cell being regarded as an internal scan chain whose length is one. But the BFD algorithm only possesses a local optimum capacity [5] . In addition, the BFD algorithm is only for twodimensional SoC, and it did not consider the use of TSV situation.
B.Noia and K.Chakrabarty proposed a model based on integer linear programming algorithm [3] . The minimum goal of test time is achieved under the constraint condition of the finite TSV available. Since TSVs available are limited, the test time can not be guaranteed to be globally optimal. In addition, a method based on integer linear programming is only suitable for small -scale problem. Wu XX, etc. [1] proposed an optimization method, under the constraint of the number of TSV and power consumption, test time is to be minimized. This optimization method combines integer linear programming (ILP), LP-relaxation and randomized rounding to reduce testing time and test costs; it is also not suitable for solving large-scale problems. Yu Yang [6] , etc.
proposed an algorithm called MVR (Mean Value Residue), but it does not consider the number of TSV used. Several methods above did not consider the balance between test time and TSV resource used. Integer Linear Programming, which is used frequently, is not suitable for problems with large-scale case. Because evolutionary algorithm based on swarm intelligence is suitable for large-scale problems, a multi-objective evolutionary algorithm based on swarm intelligence is proposed to solve the problem of test time minimization and the number of TSV used minimization.
Many patents on scan chain were invented for IP core test wrappers [10] [11] [12] [13] . For example, the input, output and link instruction circuits for hierarchical 1500 wrappers were proposed, to give a method for testing the module and the interconnections within different modules [10] . Such test structure enables every one of the plural wrappers, which includes wrappers in modules embedded within other modules. Another scan test structure was proposed [11] , for the convenience of semiconductor circuits' low power testing through partitioning the serial scan portions into shorter parts. A test access mechanism for diagnosis based on partitioning scan chains was proposed [12] , to divide the scan cells into a set of non-overlapping partitions, and based on the partition pass/fail signals, a failure diagnosis process can be performed. There are also some other patents on scan chain we can find in [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] .
Organization of the rest of this paper is as follows. Then the problem definition is introduced briefly in Section 2. Cuckoo Search with Levy flight is presented in Section 3. Three-dimension test wrapper design based on MultiObjective Cuckoo Search is introduced in detail in Section 4. The MOCS algorithm is evaluated by a numerical simulation on ITC02 benchmarks, and experimental results are presented in Section 5. Finally, concluding remarks and current & future developments is given in Section 6. In the classical wrapper design method of BFD algorithm [2] , Step (1), first allocate the internal scan chains within w wrapper scan chains to minimize the longest wrapper scan chain in part one; then, such procedure is repeated for Step (2) , with each input cell and output cell being regarded as an internal scan chain whose length is one. Because part two is similar to part one, which is also a special case of part one, we only discuss part one in this paper. Suppose there is a core with n internal scan chain, which are Sc1, Sc2,…, Scn, respectively. We define a set Sc = {Sc1, Sc2,…, Scn}. The longest wrapper scan chain can be defined as follows:
PROBLEM DEFINITION
Let C be a given subset, C Sc . Let L(C) be a sum of length of every element in subset C,
. We can partition Sc into w wrapper scan chains, namely,
as the longest wrapper scan chain.
To illustrate our motivation, we choose core 8 of h953 from the International Test Conference 2002 Test Benchmarks, and design it with three layers. Suppose the TAM bus width is two. As we all know, the test time of a core is determined by the longest wrapper chain. So, if we make the longest wrapper chain be shorter, the test time can be reduced.
In Fig. (1) , the number of TSV used by TAM1 is 4; the number of TSV used by TAM2 is 4, too. Therefore, the number of total TSV used is 8, and the length of the two wrapper scan chains are 940(188+188+188+188+188) and 567(189+189+189), respectively. Therefore, the length of the longest wrapper scan chain is 940. In Fig. (2) , the number of TSV used by TAM1 is 4; the number of TSV used by TAM2 is 4, too. Therefore, the number of total TSV used is 8, and the length of the two wrapper scan chains are 753(188+188+188+189) and 754(188+188+189+189), respectively. Therefore, the length of the longest wrapper scan chain is 754. Compared with In Fig. (3) , the number of TSV used by TAM1 is 4; the number of TSV used by TAM2 is 2. Therefore, the number of total TSV used is 6, and the length of the two wrapper scan chains are 753(188+188+188+189) and 754(188+188+ 189+189), respectively. Therefore, the length of the longest wrapper scan chain is 754. Compared with Fig. (2) , the longest wrapper scan chain in Fig. (3) is the same and need the same test time, but the number of total TSV used in Fig. (3) is fewer than that in Fig. (2) . Compared with Fig. (1) , not only the longest wrapper scan chain in Fig. (3) is shorter, but also the number of total TSV used in Fig. (3) is fewer. Therefore, Fig. (3) needs the fewest test time and need lest number of total TSV used. Through the design of three-dimensional test wrapper, we can make the test time shorter and need less number of TSV used, and this is the motivation of this paper. The problem of three-dimension test wrapper scan chain design is described as follows: Given a IP core, which contains n internal scan chains Sc1, Sc2, ..., Scn, and the corresponding length is Len(Sc1), Len (Sc2), ..., Len (Scn); Given the n internal scan chains are distributed on m layers, and the corresponding layers are Lay(Sc1), Lay(Sc2), ..., Lay(Scn), respectively; then, allocate the n internal scan chains within w wrapper scan chains, so that the length of the longest wrapper scan chain and the number of total TSV used are minimized.
Recent works have not considered the balance between the test time and the number of TSV used, while the popular method ILP is only suitable for problems with small size. Cuckoo search is a new method based on swarm intelligent and its global search capacity is very strong; Cuckoo search method has been widely used [18] [19] [20] . Therefore, multiobjective Cuckoo search algorithm is adopted to get the pateto optimal solutions.
CUCKOO SEARCH WITH LEVY FLIGHT

Cuckoo Typical Behavior
The sound that a cuckoo can make is beautiful, but what is profoundly interesting is its aggressive breeding strategy. A cuckoo may lay eggs in the other bird's nest; at the same time, in order to improve the hatching probability of its own eggs, it pushes the original eggs off the nest. If the host bird finds the alien eggs, it either throws away these eggs or builds a new nest in other place. Some cuckoos are good at laying eggs which are similar to the host bird' eggs and this reduces the probability of being discarded. Some infantile cuckoos can mimic the sound of the host bird, which improve the probability of being fed. Finally, the survival probability is improved [21] .
Levy Flight
In the natural world, animals always find food randomly or in a quasi-random manner. In the general condition, the path by which animals find food is a random walk in effect; because the next movement is based on the current state or location and the transition probability to the next state. Which real direction it selects depends on a probability, which can be modeled in math. In fact, all kinds of researches have implied that the flight behavior of lots of birds and insects has shown the classical characteristics of levy flight [22, 23] . A recent research has shown that fruit flies can explore their landscape in a levy-flight -style manner [23] . Therefore, such typical behavior can be applied to optimal search and optimization. Recent experimental results have shown it is of promising capability for optimal search [24] .
Generally speaking, Levy flight is a random walk whose step length complies with the levy distribution. Mathematically speaking, a straightforward version of Levy distribution [19] can be defined as follows:
here μ is a minimum step size and is a scale factor. Evidently, if s is big enough in above equation, that is s , then we have the following equation:
The above equation is a special case of the levy distribution.
THREE-DIMENTION TEST WRAPPER DESIGN BASED ON MULTI-OBJECTIVE CUCKOO SEARCH
Cuckoo search for optimization [20] adopt the following three idealized rules:(1) every cuckoo lays one egg at a time, and put it in a randomly selected nest; (2) elite strategy, that is the best nest with high quality egg can be kept to the next generation; (3) the number of the total host nests is constant, and a host bird can find an alien egg with a probability pa [0, 1] . If this case happen, the host bird either push the egg out of the nest or build another new nest in a new place.
Generally speaking, the first rule can be changed into a randomization operation; therefore, we can generate a new solution by random walk or by levy flight. The localized permutation is conducted over different solution, which can be also regarded as a form of crossover operation. In fact, the second rule is the corresponding elitism, which makes sure the best solution can be passed onto the next generation. Such strategy can make the algorithm converge appropriately. Besides, the third rule can be regarded as the mutation operation. Therefore, the worst solution is abandoned with a probability pa and a new solution is generated.
According to the three rules of cuckoo search, the proposed algorithm based on multi-objective Cuckoo search is described as follows:
Step (1): system initialization: according to the number of internal scan chains in the IP core, set the number of the dimension of the solution space d; according to the number of wrapper scan chains needed, set the value of w; set the value of population size NP; set the generation counter G=0; set the value of the probability of discovering alien eggs Pa; randomly generate the layer number of all the internal scan chains in the IP core; set the value of the maximum iterative generation MaxG.
Step (2): In the feasible region, generate a random initial population whose size is NP. That is to say, the NP nests are randomly generated.
Step (3): Use the objective function formula (7) and formula (8) to calculate the objective function values of each individual in the initial population.
Step (4): None-dominate-sort the initial population, then get the pateto set and pateto font of the initial population.
Step (5): According to Levy distribution, update the population, while those individuals with pateto font kept unchanged.
Step (6): Calculate the objective function values of each individual in the updated population, None-dominate-sort the updated population, then get the pateto set and pateto font of the updated population.
Step (7): According to the probability of discovering alien eggs Pa, abandon a few worse nests and build new nests, then get an updated population.
Step (8): Calculate the objective function values of each individual in the updated population, None-dominate-sort the updated population, then get the pateto set and pateto font of the updated population..
Step (9): Generation counter G=G+1;.
Step (10) : Judge whether the number of iterative generation G reach MaxG or not; if not, turn Step (5). If it reaches MaxG, then output the pateto set and pateto font.
Solution Encoding
Because this paper is to solve the problem of the partition of internal scan chains, and the number of internal scan chains and their corresponding scan chain length are all discrete integers, so the real number (integer) coding scheme is adopted here. Definition 1: a cuckoo, an egg or a nest is a solu-
, here NP is the population size of cuckoo; d is number of dimension of a solution;
is a candidate solution, which is a solution for the three dimensional test wrapper design. 1, 2, 1, 2, 1, 2, 1, 2, 1, 2,  1, 2, 1, 2, 1, 2 ) with 16 dimensions, which means oddnumbered series of internal scan chains could be connected together to make up the first wrapper scan chain, while evennumbered series of internal scan chains could be connected together to make up the second wrapper scan chain.
System Initialization
The population size NP is set as 50; the maximum number of generation MaxG is set as 500; set the generation counter G=0; set the value of the probability of discovering alien eggs Pa as 0.25; according to the number of current wrapper scan chains needed, set the value of w; according to the number of internal scan chains in the current IP core, set the value of the dimensional number of the solution space d.
Population Initialization
The initial population (NP nests) is generated as follows : Nest(i,:)=round(Lb+(Ub-Lb). rand (1,d) ), where i=1,2,…NP; Ub=w; Lb=1; d is the number of the solution space ; round(x) is a function which rounds the elements of x to the nearest integers.
Strategy of Generating New Solution
When a new solution ( 1) t k + H is generated for, say a cuckoo k, a levy flight is carried out.
where is greater than zero and it is the step size which is related to the size of the problem to be solved. Generally speaking, we can make equal 1. We can also make use of the difference of two random solutions to generate as follows:
where the expression in the bracket is the difference between two random solutions; 0 is a constant. This expression mimics the fact that similar cuckoo eggs are hardly to be found out. Therefore, new solutions are generated according to the proportion of the difference.
The symbol expresses an entry-wise multiplication. In essence, Levy flight is a random walk and the random steps are calculated by a levy distribution for large steps
Abandon bad Solutions with a Probability of Pa
According to the probability of discovering alien eggs Pa, a few bad nests are abandoned. By None-dominate-sorting operation, we can get the worst nests. Naturally, we should use the conception pateto dominate, which is defined as follows: 
At the same time new nests are built according to the difference of two randomly selected nests.
where rand is a function which returns a random value between zero and one.
Objective Functions
To evaluate the fitness of cuckoo, we define the following two objective functions
where L(P i ) a sum of every internal scan chain's length in the i-th wrapper scan chain; L(Sc j ) is the j-th internal scan chain's length; n is the internal scan chains' amount; w is the wrapper scan chains' amount. This objective function is to evaluate the balance of all the wrapper scan chains. The smaller the objective function obj1 is, the shorter the longest wrapper scan chain is.
To evaluate the number of TSV that all wrapper scan chains need, we define objective function obj2 as follows: 
here lay ij is the layer number of the j-th internal scan chain in the i-th wrapper scan chain; x is the number of internal scan chain in the i-th wrapper scan chain. All the wrapper scan chains start and end at the bottom layer, because all test pins are located at the bottom layer. Suppose the number of the bottom layer is 0, and the number of the next one is 1, and so on.
Boundary Checking
Check the boundary of each gene of each individual in the updated population; if the value of a gene is less than Lb, then change its value to Lb, if it is greater than Ub, then change its value to Ub. Here Ub=w and Lb=1.
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
To evaluate the effectiveness of the proposed algorithm, we select two classical benchmarks p22810 core 5 and p34392 core 2 from ITC'02 benchmarks [25] . The reason is that the two SoC are almost the most complex and the corresponding cores are unbalanced seriously in the internal scan chains.
The proposed algorithm is programmed by MATLAB code. We set the maximum iteration number MaxG as 500;the population size is set as 50; set the value of the probability of discovering alien eggs Pa as 0.25; according to the number of current wrapper scan chains needed, set the value of w; according to the number of internal scan chains in the current IP core, set the value of the dimensional number of the solution space d. Because there are no information of layer for the internal scan chains in the ITC'02 benchmarks, we suppose all internal scan chains in every core are randomly distributed on three lays in this paper, and the number of the bottom layer is 0; the number of layer is increased progressively by one upward from the bottom lay, that is to say, the number of the layer is 0, 1 and 2 respectively from the bottom to the top. Because every input of Test Access Mechanism starts on the bottom layer and every output of Test Access Mechanism ends on the bottom layer, every wrapper scan chain starts and ends on the bottom layer.
In Table 1 , the first column M means the methods to solve the three-dimension test wrapper design. To illustrate the effectiveness, we compare our proposed algorithm MOCS with the classical method NSGAII (Nondominated Sorting Genetic Algorithm II) [26] . The second column Pateto set means the optimal set (Pateto set) obtained by corresponding method. The third column L is the length of the longest wrapper scan chain, and the fourth column Ntsv is the number of TSV used. In each of methods, the third column L along with the fourth column Ntsv is called Pateto Front. The parameters in NSGAII are as follows: the maximum iteration number is the same as that of MOCS, which is 500; the population size is the same as that of MOCS, which is 50. Table 1 is the experimental results of p22810 core 5. Table 1 show that, when the number of TSV used in MOCS and NSGAII are both 12, the length of the longest wrapper scan chain L in MOCS is 759 and that in NSGAII is 803. Obviously, the proposed algorithm can get shorter L; therefore, we can reduce the test time for corresponding IP core. When L equal 10 or 8, we also get shorter L. We conclude that the proposed algorithm can get shorter the longest wrapper scan chain with the same number of TSV used. Table 2 is the experimental results of p34392 core 2. All the symbols in Table 2 are the same as in Table 1 . We also can conclude that in the case of w=3, the proposed algorithm can get shorter L with the same number of TSV used. 3,3,2,1,3,2,1,3,3,1,2,2,2,1,3,1,3,1,1,3,3,3,1,3 To compare the proposed algorithm with NSGAII further, we introduce the concept SC (Set Coverage) [27] as follows.
Definition 4: suppose a none dominant solutions set A={a 1 ,a 2 ,…,a n } and another none dominant solutions set B={b 1 ,b 2 ,…,b m }, we define SC(A,B) as the part of none dominant solutions in set B, which are covered by none dominant solutions set A.
where |B| is the number of elements in set B. the above definition can be explained like this: suppose for a member in B, we can find another member in A, which pateto dominants the member in B; then calculate all such members in B, and SC ( Because operation of pateto dominant is asymmetric, SC(A,B) maybe not equal 1-SC(B,A). It means we must calculate SC(A,B) and SC(B,A) at the same time. To compare the average performance of MOCS and NSGAII, we calculate the value of SC, when w is assigned different value (w=2,3,…,16).
In Table 3 , A and B is the set in SC(A,B). We calculate different SC(A,B) when w is assigned from 2 to 16. Experimental result show that the average value of SC(MOCS, NSGAII) = 94.2 % is bigger than the average value of SC(NSGAII, MOCS) = 31%. We can conclude from Table 3 that the none dominant solutions set obtained by the proposed algorithm MOCS is better than the none dominant solutions set obtained by the classical method NSGAII as a whole.
In Table 4 , experimental result show that the average value of SC(MOCS, NSGAII)= 84.44% is bigger than the average value of SC(NSGAII, MOCS,) = 20.68%. We can conclude from Table 4 that the none dominant solutions set obtained by the proposed algorithm MOCS is better than the none dominant solutions set obtained by the classical method NSGAII as a whole. Experimental results of p22810 core 5, SC(A,B) 
CURRENT & FUTURE DEVELOPMENTS
The paper has reviewed main methodologies and recent patents on the test wrapper scan chain for IP module, and presented a novel technique to shorten the longest wrapper scan chain and minimize the number of TSV used, in order to reduce the test cost of IP module. The technique is applied on the internal scan chain of IP module using the proposed algorithm MOCS to test its efficacy. In almost all the benchmarks of International Test Conference 2002 considered in the research have proven that the proposed algorithm is worth potential to reduce the test time of IP Module. The new algorithm is based on swarm intelligence, through levy flight operation and discovery rate, can achieve balance of the wrapper scan chains and use less TSV. Typical IP modules in ITC'02 benchmarks are used to prove the effectiveness of the proposed algorithm. Experimental results show that the algorithm can get better Pateto solutions Set, compared with NSGAII, and can reduce the test cost. Furthermore, the proposed algorithm is simple and flexible enough to apply to wide areas in the real world. In the near future, we will apply the proposed technique on test scheduling for 3D stacked SoC.
